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THESIS STATEMENT
On February 14th, 2014 we witnessed one
of the most horrific tragedies in American
history.16 year old Nikolas Cruz walked freely
through the doors of Stoneman Douglas High
school, armed with an AR-15 semi- automatic
rifle, and ruthlessly shot 34 and killed 17
individuals. This including 3 teachers and 14
students. In the past 10 years there have been
at least 239 School shootings nationwide.
Of those shootings, 438 were shot, and 138
were killed. Being appalled by these number I
began to ask myself why? Why so many?. Some
statistics have linked school shootings with the
mental trauma of bullying.
A recent random study pulled 37 incidents of
school shootings. Out of the 37, nearly 75%
of the shooters had reports of being bullied,
persecuted, threatened, attacked, or injured
before the incident.

All Statistics provided by: Brian Stettenbenz chds.us
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So now I must question-How do we prevent
violence in schools? And if not, how can we
limit the amount of incidents. Many have
debated over the rules and restrictions of gun
control and have even tried implementing
new security features such as Locking doors,
More security officers, Security cameras, and
even Metal Detector. Which instead of making
a student more comfortable could possibly
create an even bigger apprehension. However
very few have looked in another direction such
as school design. After further researching
the topic I began to observe that a majority
school designs today lack the harmony of
safety features, innovative design, and great
aesthetics. This Thesis Project seeks to zoom
in on a specific school with a high rate of
violent incidents or a recent mass shooting.
The goal will be to redesign the school create
a safe and fun learning environment in order
to reduce the number violent incidents such
as bullying. By taking this preemptive design
approach, we can infer that this will in turn
reduce the number of school shootings.

New Redesigned Sandy Hook Elementary School
Photo: Render by Svigals + Partners
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PARKLAND FL SHOOTING

SAFE DESIGN
School shootings are defined as an
incident where a firearm is discharged
on a school campus. Mass
shootings are defined by the federal
government as incidents where more
than 4 individuals have been shot on
a school campus. As stated before,
there have been at least 288 school
shootings in the US over the last
decade (Stettenbenz 2019).Since
the Sandy hook Shooting in 2012,
there has been a definite increase in
school security. Many Americans have
a saying “the only thing that stops
a bad guy with a gun is a good guy
with a gun”. This refers to the theory
that if we do increase the number
of officers in the school, we could
prevent mass shootings.
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School Shootings since 2009
Figure 1: Graphic by CNN

After watching the animation of
the school shooting in Parkland, FL
at Stoneman Douglas high school,
it is quite the contrary. On February
14th 2018, Nikolas Cruz walked
through the doors of Building
1200 on the Stoneman Douglas
Campus and killed 17 students and
injured several others in a span of
3 minutes. It took approximately 5
minute for the first responders to be
on scene and 15 minutes for SWAT
teams to enter into the building.
During the 15 minutes, all of school
security was aware of the event
and was unable to do anything. So
the answer to the school shooting
clearly didn’t lie in the solution of
increased school security. Another
observation that I made a while
watching, was the range of vision
for the active shooter. As soon
as Cruz entered into the hallway
he was able to open fire on 4
individuals. 3 of them tried to hide
behind a 3x5 foot recessed area in
the hallway by room 1215 (Figure

2). The area was unfortunately not
enough as all three were shot and
killed. The fourth individual was
shot but did eventually find safety
in the bathrooms.

Marjory Stoneman Douglas Shooting Animation
Figure2: Graphic by Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety
Commission
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PARKLAND FL SHOOTING

I felt that the design of the Hallway in this situation Felt that the design of
the Hallway in this situation n could of helped prevent the amount of lives
lost in this scenario. One other observation that I made while watching the
animation was the escape route for the individuals in the classroom. During
the event of an active shooter, otherwise known as a “Code Red”, a narrow
linear hallway becomes comprised. Because the hallway is compromised ,
there is no route for escape. Due to this, among scenarios clearly identify the
main areas that need to been addressed when evaluating the safety of our
schools. In rooms 1213,1216, and 1214, 18 were shot and 6 were killed.

Marjory Stoneman Douglas Shooting Animation
Figure 1: Graphic by Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Commission
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INTERIOR ANALYSIS

EXTERIOR ANALYSIS

Exterior and Interior Functioning

Materials and color

BUILDING
VULNERABILITY
VULNEARBILITY

Materials and color play a psychological role in terms
Student Behavior. Most of the walls at MSD are painted
white

One way entry to exit

The Hallways in the Freshman
wing of Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High school didnt have
multiple ways to exit building

FEBRUARY 14TH

FEBUAARY 14TH, 2018 INCIDENT

DROPS GUN

Recessed walls

SWAT & FIRST RESPONDERS
15 MIN LATER

Recessed walls did allow for cover
from the gunman. But only
enough for 1 or 2 students.

FIRST INTERACTION
WITH SECURITY

SECURTITY OFFICE

VEHICLE APPROACHABILITY

EXPOSURE
AND APPROACHABILITY
EXPOSURE

VEHICLE APPROAHABILITY
HO
M

BE
RR
D

Recessed walls
Recessed walls in Classroom
allow for a hiding postion

Naturual lighting

Limited Natural lighting within the buildings of MSD at times

PIN

E IS

L

DR
AN

D.

Narrow

Narrow Corridors allowed the school shooter to
have a full range of sight in the hallway
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SOCIAL DIVISION IN SCHOOLS
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7.7% reported being threatened or
injured with a weapon on school
property one or more times in the 12
months preceding the survey. 5.6%
reported carrying a weapon (gun, knife
or club) on school property on one or
more days (Vossekuil 2004). Students
in schools are often divided among
different grade levels, Intelligence
level, as well as social statuses.
Division doesn’t seem to be the
possible solution as the statistics are
still high. The are many possibilities
In which design can address these
problems. The question I ask now is
which strategies are the most effective.

Hi
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of targeted school violence, almost
3/4 of shooters reported being
bullied, persecuted, threatened,
attacked, or injured before the
incident.

March 21, 2005

M

Another mind boggling stat is
that a majority of the school
shootings have been the result of
an escalated disputes between
students (Stettenbenz 2019). We’ve
all heard the saying, “kids can be
cruel”, not “kids can be killers”.
This saying refers to the topic of
bullying in schools. I am particularly
interested in the amount of potential
design strategies that could help
address this issue of bullying and
other conflicts in school. In both
mass shootings at Sandy hook and
Stoneman Douglas , both gunman
were Past students who had been
bullied. Here are some more mind
boggling statistics from a survey
taken by Radkids. org on bullying/
school violence: 282,000 students
are physically attacked in secondary
school each month, In 37 incidents

Red lake, Minn

SchoolSchool
shooters
reported
being being
bulliedbullied
shooters
reported

U.S school shootings since 2000 By Level
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THE HISTORY OF SCHOOL DESIGN
school house typology

progressive era

Before thecreation of schools The
concentration of the population
was very spread out, therefore
there wasnt any need for larger
schools, jsut a basic school house

During this time We begin to see
an alternative wave of “progressive” schools built to house new
program desires. The concept of a

1900

NEW DEAL Endorses PWA
Despite the Depression, there was
actually a fair amount of school
building accomplished in the
1930s due to the funding of the
Public Works Administration,

decline of school design

Here we begin to see the focus of
interor spacial qualites such as
acoustics, lighting quality and air
conditioning. This is where

1930s- 40s

1933

18

focus of interior spcaicial qualities

Public school enrollment continues to decline over the years .
Thus the need for more shools
goes down. Instead of new
buildings the growing popularity
for school renovations increases

1980s

1960s

1945-1960

post war boom
The post warintroduced a new
need for larger schools, thus
Schoolhouses and single
buildings start to become a thing
of the past and larger scaled

1960s- 1980s

The “Impulsive” Period
School enrollment starts to
decrease during this time.
Arhcitectects start to bridge
aconnection between Student
learning and classroom enviroment

1990s and 200s

Security and sustainabilty

Before one can start designing a high school, one must understand the history and
evolution of the building classification. According to “A History of School Design and
its Indoor Environmental Standards, 1900 to Today”, the typology of the school did
not start out as large mass. It initially started with development of the “schoolhouse”
typology. It featured a single large room with desks and chalkboard. However over
time, population density started to increase, therefore the need for bigger schools
increased. Additionally their were many political movements such as the “New
Deal” that began to fund the construction of larger schools. Fast forwarding to
the mid 20th century, we begin to see the advancement of interior spatial design.
Many teachers begin to see a correlation between the learning environment and the
students’ behavior/performance. Therefore architects began to design to accustom
to this need. Now in the 21st century we see many designers starting to take into
consideration of sustainability and security.

Durring this era we start to see
more of a focus on school securit
and Sustainablity. Accomodatiosn
such a s LEED, and the Living
building challenge begin to
inspire school deisng during this

19

HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMME

20

High schools can become
extremely complex designs.
Looking at the case study of
Maple Mountain high school,
we can dissect a typical
High school Programme.
There 3 basic classifications
of High school program: The
assembly programme, the
educative programme, and the
administrative programme. The
assembly programme involves
large blocks of masses such as
gymnasiums, auditoriums, and
cafeterias. These spaces are not
only for the uses of the students
but are also sometimes utilized
outside of school hours for the
general public. The Administrative
spaces involve the receptions,
counselor/faculty offices, teachers
lounge, and security offices. This is
where all guest must enter through
the building. It should also be

the most secure. The Educational
spaces include classrooms,
laboratories, and even pre school
classrooms. When designing the
spaces, the architect should take
into careful consideration of the
conditions of each of these spaces
for their occupants

The spaces define the
appearance of schools as well.
The axonemetric diagrams
all illustrate where the relative
location of each categories.
The assembly spaces and
educational spaces are the most
crucial areas of design because
this is where a majority of violent
incidents take place at

assembly
assembly

assembly

Cafeteria

auditorium

assembly

assembly

adminstration
Cafeteria

auditorium

education
assembly

adminstration

education

Block in fishbone
gymnasium

gymnasium

sports venue

U-shaped b

education

Block in fishbone

adminstration

U-shaped block

education

sports venue

adminstration

education
education

library

lounge

lounge

library

assembly

assembly

education

assembly

Closed block

Closed block
adminstration

education

Linear block
adminstration

Linear blo

adminstration

MEdia lab

offices

education
offices

MEdia lab

education

assembly

adminstration

assembly
classrooms

pre-school

adminstration

assembly

adminstration

classrooms

pre-school
education

Extra Cur. Classrooms

labrotarys

Group of blocks

education

adminstration
L shaped
block

education

Extra Cur. Classrooms

labrotarys

Group of blocks

L shaped b
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SCHOOL TYPOLOGIES

In today’s society, schools come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. Those typologies are as
followed: Closed block, L shaped block, U shaped block, block in fishbone, Irregular, Linear
Block with Courtyard, and lastly group of blocks. The old Sandy hook elementary was the
Closed block typology, and Marjory Stoneman Douglas was the group of blocks typology.
The most common found block found today is the Block in fishbone. This being because of
it’s efficiency. The block typically features a long corridor that contains mostly administrative
functions with shorter educative corridors branching off from behind the corridor. This provides
a buffer between the guest and the students.

Closed block
Closed block
Typical for schools with large Student

Bodies. for
Similar
to Colleg
Campuses
Typical
schools
with large
Student
Closed block
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses
Typical for schools with large Student
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses

CLOSED BLOCK

L- SHAPED
BLOCK
L-shaped block

L-shaped
Typical for
schools withblock
large Student
Bodies.
Similar
to
Colleg
Campuses
Typical for schools with large
Student
L-shaped
block
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses
Typical for schools with large Student
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses
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Block in fishbone
Block in fishbone
Typical for schools with large Student

Bodies. for
Similar
to Colleg
Campuses
Typical
schools
with large
Student
Block in fishbone
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses
Typical for schools with large Student
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses

BLOCK IN FISHBONE

U-SHAPED
U-shapedBLOCK
block

block
Typical for schools U-shaped
with large Student
Bodies.
Similar
to
Colleg
Campuses
Typical for schools with large Student
U-shaped
Bodies. Similar to Colleg
Campuses block
Typical for schools with large Student
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses

Linear block
Linear
Became Very
popularblock
for schools in 1980s

and 90s Very popular for schools in 1980s
Became
and 90s Linear block
Became Very popular for schools in 1980s
and 90s

LINEAR BLOCK

Irregular
IRREGULAR

Irregular
Common for Newer Age schools

Group of blocks
Group
of blocks
Typical for
schools with
large Student
Bodies. for
Similar
to Colleg
Campuses
Typical
schools
with large
Student

Group
ofBLOCKS
blocks
GROUP
OF
Bodies. Similar
to
Colleg
Campuses
Typical for schools with large Student
Bodies. Similar to Colleg Campuses

LinearWITHIN
block withCOURTYARD
courtyards
BLOCK
Linear
block with courtyards
Common for Newer Age schools

Common for Newer Age schools

Common for Newer Age schools
Linear
block with courtyards

Common for Newer Age schools

Common for Newer Age schools

Irregular
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DESIGN STRATEGIES
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SPACES OF CONCERN IN DESIGN
hallways

18% of School Shooting
take place outside on
Campuses

gymnasium

5 % of School Shooting
take place outside on
Campuses

Designing against bullying and others acts of violence can be a difficult task, therefore it is important that we first
assess where these events are actually transpiring. The figure to the right will actually explain where these incidents
are happening. On the Contrary to what many believe, Over 50% of shootings in schools take place outside of the
school in parking lots and beside the building. The next place where violent acts transpire are in the Classroom, 20%
of school shootings take place in the classroom. The third most would be the hallway. Hallways may not possess the
highest violence rate, but it proposes a unique design challenge. Hallways and corridors typically are one of the hardest
spaces to monitor student due to the constant traffic. This is why many alternatives such as cameras, hall monitors, and
policeman are used in most high schools. Every area of the school is extremely diverse in terms of its requirements and
characteristics, but the three areas that would be crucial design point in this thesis would be the , Hallways, Classrooms,
and the High school campus

26

cafeteria

10 % of School Shooting
take place outside on
Campuses

classrooms

20% take place outside
on Campuses

Outside

43% of School Shootings
take place outside on
Campuses
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CLASSROOM DESIGN
20% of violent incidents in a school happen in the
classroom. And this is common. When a individual
is confined within a certain space, studies show that
altercations will happen to become more frequent.
However recent research has shown a correlation between
the classroom environment and student behavior. For
example, color as been shown to influence students
moods. In color psychology, red provokes the strongest
emotions of any color. While cool colors like green and
blue are generally considered peaceful and calming, red
is considered the warmest and most energetic of colors.
Adequate lighting and acoustics also have shown to have
effects on students as well.
Along with student behavior, design also can promote
safety in the classroom. Using concepts like the interior
wing walled, can prevent a tragedy by an intruder in the
classroom. In Fruitport High School, the architects use the
winged wall to hide up to 33 people behind a barrier in
the event of an active school shooter.

28

Keeping the White Board on
the same side as teh door
Keeping the White Board on
allwos for views on whoever is
the same side as teh door
approaching th e classroom
allwos for views on whoever is
door
approaching th e classroom
door

Interior windows in
classrooms allow for
Interior windows in
individuals to see potential
classrooms allow for
altercations and escalations in
individuals to see potential
a hallway
altercations and escalations in
a hallway

Addtion of Reccessed walls
allows for students to take
Addtion of Reccessed walls
shelter in hallway for a brief
allows for students to take
moment , in the case of a
shelter in hallway for a brief
active shooter
moment , in the case of a
active shooter

Changing up the traditional
Classroom layout wil also
Changing up the traditional
elinate the rise and cause of
Classroom layout wil also
Enviromental fatigue
elinate the rise and cause of
Enviromental fatigue

Other tactics to battle against bullying
have worked as well. In the diagram
to the left we can see 4 different
strategies of designing a safe class
room. One strategy is the simple
move of placing the entry door on
the side of the White board where the
Teacher can see any potential threats.
The second would be adding the
recessed wall, The recessed wall will
provide cover for those int the hallway
as well as for those in classroom.
Adding increased Visibility has always
been the key factor when wanting
to improve safety, therefore interior
windows allow administrators to be
able to see whats going on in and
outside the classroom. And finally a
untraditional layout of the classroom
can help reduce environmental fatigue
which can have an effect on the
psychological aspects of the school
29
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HALLWAY DESIGN
One Model for designing against school gunman
is Fruitport High school. Located in Fruitport, MI ,
this high school was initially designed to frustrate
school gunman. Aided by a $50 Million investment,
the possess man high tech security features. The
design will add curved hallways to reduce a gunman’s
range, jutting barriers to provide cover and egress,
and meticulously spaced classrooms that can lock
on demand and hide students in the corner, out of a
killer’s sight. The school’s hallways were an important
design move for the architects as well. In terms of
Security, the school was divided up into wings. The
wings consisted of curved walls and barriers called
“Wing walls. The wing walls would be crucial in the
event of a attack in which a student could take cover
behind the barrier until they could reach a designated
classroom. On the design side, the Wings create
a unique learning environment as in the hallways
become multipurpose full and not just a long corridor
dedicated for circulation

30

ELONGATED DOUBLE

SCHOOL WITHIN A SCHOOL

WIDENED DOUBLE

SHORTENED DOUBLE

SINGLE LOADED

OPEN FREE SPACE
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DESIGNING AGAINST BULLYING
One model for designing against
Bullying is Lexington Elementary
school. Located in Los Gatos, CA,
This School aims to reduce bullying
in a number of ways. One of the main
strategies is by improving the lines of
sight. This building does this through
the use of transparency in the design
with increased window frontage.
Large exterior windows provide views
to outdoor spaces where student
congregate. Multipurpose hallways
eliminate potential spaces for conflict.
Another tactic is thoughtful lighting.
The right lighting design features can
also help reduce bullying, especially in
parking and entrance areas. Designing
clearly defined, well-lit paths from
school drop-off areas to entrances can
help students feel safe and allow staff
to better observe the areas. Interior
lighting is also important. By installing
32

occupancy sensor lights and making
sure that every space is well lit, you can
allow for better supervision throughout
the campus. Design will more than
likely be the most effective instrument
in tackling the safety of the Generation
Z school. Innovative designs will also
be important instruments in addressing
the social issues within the schools.

Regardless of how safe we have
tried to make schools safe the
last decade, Studies show that
57% of Teenagers are concerned
of the possibility of another mass
shooting taking place at there
school (Graff 2018). The designs
of typical schools now today don’t
help the situation heavy automatic
locking doors with narrow viewing
windows, the poor aesthetics, and
the poor integration of design
in classrooms. These factors
especially can make a student feel
as if they are indeed trapped in
a lockdown facility. The goal of
this will be use innovative design
strategies to reduce anxiety
and provide friendly learning
environment for the students.
There are already many design

strategies that
can be used to help increase a
student’s attention span. Lighting
of the classroom, juxtaposition of
materials, minimal decorations and
also the use of colors.
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PRECEDENT STUDIES
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LEXINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HMC ARCHITECTS| LOS GATOS, CA

36
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IMPROVING VISION

Provided to Builders Exchange of WA, Inc. For usage Conditions Agreement see www.bxwa.com - Always Verify Scal
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Located in Los gatos,CA, This School
aims to reduce bullying in a number
of ways. One of the main strategies is
by improving the lines of sight. This
building does this through the use of
transparency in the design with increased
window frontage. Large exterior windows
provide views to outdoor spaces where
student congregate. Multipurpose
hallways eliminate potential spaces for
conflict. Another tactic is thoughtful
lighting. He right lighting design features
can also help reduce bullying, especially
in parking and entrance areas. In many
parts of the country, winter mornings and
late afternoons are quite dark. Designing
clearly defined, well-lit paths from school
drop-off areas to entrances can help
students feel safe and allow staff to
better observe the areas. Interior lighting
is also important. By installing occupancy
sensor lights and making sure that every
space is well lit, you can allow for better
supervision throughout the campus.
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ACCOMMODATING DESIGN
• Accommodating spaces
• Designing spaces in order to
accommodate different
personality types to help every
student feel accepted and
valued.
• Large activity spaces,
playgrounds
• Design Features and Student
Programs
• Coupling the program with
design

40
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FRUITPORT HIGH SCHOOL
TOWER PINKSTER ARCHITECTS| FRUITPORT,MI
42
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Winged Walls

Redefined Secure Spaces

Still in the in the construction phase, Fruitport high serves
as one of the projects main precedents. A $50 million
major construction project at Fruitport High School will add
curved hallways to reduce a gunman’s range, jutting barriers
to provide cover and egress, and meticulously spaced
classrooms that can lock on demand and hide students in
the corner, out of a killer’s sight. The campus’ front will be
curved and include large expanses of glazing to open up
the sight lines from the reception area that will offer views
of both the approach and into the school. Hallways inside
will also be curved to cut off the shooter’s line of sight,
while concrete wing walls will be placed intermittently to
provide barriers for school children to hide behind. Short
blockades will protrude behind classroom doors to provide
a cover for up to 33 persons – including 32 students in class
and one teacher. Classroom door handles will be fitted with
interior locks to offer further protection. The large number
of windows at the school will be covered in a film that can
stop bullets. As part of the redesign of the school campus,
Tower Pinkster has removed
The lockers from the hallways and instead placed them in
the large, open-plan communal area. These lockers will be
short so that teachers can maintain views across the space.
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Security Features
Three Button Lock-Down
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Locking Fire Doors

Floor plan

Vantage Points
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SANDY HOOK ELEMENTARY
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TOWER PINKSTER ARCHITECTS| FRUITPORT,MI
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Community
Designing for the community
After the shooting in December 2012, which
took the lives of 20 students and six adults,
the old school, a simple, flat-roofed, brick
square constructed in 1956 and configured
around a grassy courtyard, was cordoned off.
By May 2013, Newtown decided it was best
to demolish the Sandy Hook school and erect
a new building on the same property. The
town organized a search to find an architect to
design it on a tight 20-month schedule, using
$50 million given to the town by the state of
Connecticut. This New design not only was
design to defend against school gunman, but
to provide a safe and fun place for children to
learn. There are at least 6 takeaways that one
can get from analyzing this design :
1) Lots of windows isn’t a bad thing
2) Small details can make a big difference
3) Investing in hi-tech security measures
4) Playing with shapes and spaces
5) Integrating Landscape Architecture
6) Giving students a personal touch
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Hi-Tech Security
Hiding Security within Design

Old Sandy Hook Floor Plan

New Sandy Hook Floor Plan

Small fixes can make a big difference in
some cases of school violence threats, but
if a school can afford to purchase some
of the bigger, more sophisticated security
systems, they can only help to boost safety.
A series of motion-detecting cameras and
lights can instantly sense when someone is
in the space, giving members of the school
community more time to react.
However, it’s important to promote a balance
between a safe school and a welcoming
one, and making sure these tools are subtle
enough to maintain a positive learning
environment is key to making sure students
still feel peaceful and encouraged to learn
rather than like they’re holed up in a prisonlike space.
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MILEY ACHIEVEMENT CENTER
54

JMA ARCHITECTS | LAS VEGAS,NV
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Secure Design
The Miley Achievement Center is a campus
in Nevada’s Clark County School District that
services behaviorally challenged students in
the district.
The challenge in designing the new facility
was to provide a safe and secure environment
that promotes learning and appropriate
behavior. Issues such as campus organization,
circulation, security, visibility, sound
attenuation and sustainable design affected
the layout of the building and site.
The building is organized with a schoolwithin-a-school concept; elementary, middle
and high schools surround a central exterior
learning area of shaded courtyards. Common
shared support facilities such as the library,
multipurpose room, computer lab, art room
and administration are accessed easily from
the main corridor by each school.
Each school is provided with full and
separate outdoor play areas with amenities
appropriate for the age group served. The
Miley Achievement Center is the first LEEDdesigned project for the Clark County School
District.
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HIGH SCHOOL COURTYARD

MIDDLE SCHOOL COURTYARD

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COURTYARD
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INNOVATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
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CLARKNEXSEN | FLAT ROCK,NC
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Programmatic Design
Early College High School offers students
the unique opportunity to graduate from
high school having earned up to two years
of college credit – tuition free. This five year
high school program has been identified by
NC New Schools as a School of Innovation
and Excellence, and it boasts a 100 percent
graduation rate over the last three years.
Additionally, 51 percent of those graduates
are the first in their families to attend college.
Recognizing that the built environment plays
an important role in student engagement, the
facility’s design and finishes were selected to
convey an energized, collegiate atmosphere.
A light-filled commons area greets students,
teachers, and visitors with clean lines, modern
colors, and a variety of seating arrangements.
These varied seating options promote group
work, independent study, dining, or social time
during which students from different schools
may engage with each other. This potential for
impromptu interaction leverages the full value
of the shared facility, as students gain new
friends, insights, or perspectives.
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Research Conclusions
After one year of researching this
specific topic, I have come to many
conclusions. Statistics have shown
that in today’s society, American
schools are experiencing more
frequent incidents of shootings
more now than ever. Research
has shown that since 2000, a vast
majority of shootings have taken
place in High schools more than any
other level. Much of my research
has proven that the biggest cause
of school shootings is fact the act
of vengeance against a prior violent
incident. Therefore I believe rather
than just designing schools to
defend against school shootings,
we should be taking a preemptive
approach that would result in
designing against any acts of violent
altercations, this involves bullying as
well as school shootings.
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Many articles have in fact linked a
correlation between the Learning
environment and student behavior.
Factors such as lighting, color,
classroom arrangement, and
acoustics can definitely affect
behavior and performance of
students. Precedents have also
shown that there are in fact ways
you ways you can make students
feel more at home through design.
After further looking at existing
case studies, and schools that were
involved in mass school shootings,
I saw that there were areas of
design that could have helped or
event prevented the shooting from
taking place. Many precedents
show us that their are actually ways
that design could help mitigate or
frustrate the acts of a gunman.
The project intends to design an

Problem and Solution Chart
entirely new school that will focus
on 5 main design principles. The
Problem-Solution Chart
research from this project concluded
that Gun violence itself was a big
The Problem?
issue in High schools
itself
The research
fromtoday.
this project concluded
Gun violence itself was a big issue in
Further researchthat
also
concluded that
High schools itself today. Further research
also concluded
that the biggest common
the biggest common
denominator
denominator in causes of Gun violence, was
in causes of Gun
violence,
was such
other
other
forms of violence
as Bullying. This Gun Violence in High
redigned
will focus on 5 design
Schools
forms of violence
suchhigh
asschool
Bullying.
principles that will help to reduce the
This resigned high
school
willwithin
focus
amount
of violence
a school, which
will in turn, help
prevent
more acts of gun
on 5 design principles
that
will
help
violence.
to reduce the amount of violence
Within a school, which will in turn,
help prevent more acts of gun
violence.

What seems to be the Leading
Cause of
Gun Violence?

Can Design Play a Role in Preventing Violence in schools?

Other Forms of Violence

Influentail Design Factors

Student Wellness Approachability

Supervision

Narrow corridors

Approachability

Proposed Design Solutions

Transpaarency
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SITE SELECTION
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FACULTY
PARKING

Dr
iv
e

Visitor
Parking

After Concluding research and precedent
studies, it was best determined to Target a
High School that had a high rate of violence
and had more than 1500 students, and was
located in a rural or suburban area. This
was decided on because No other high
school larger than 800 students had ever
been designed in order to accommodate
for school Safety and student wellness.
This Project chose to zoom into Statesboro
High School, which resides in Statesboro, GA
a rural town 40 minutes west of Savannah,GA.
The town only has a population of roughly
35,000 residents. According to the Georgia
Department of Education, It possesses a
student population of 1,802 students and
is still rapidly growing . In 2019, there were
reported at least 1,038 discipline reports for
SHS, and out of the 1,038, over 50% of them
were reported as harm to another person
So although Statesboro High may not be
the most violent school, it meets the Criteria
for all three needs for the site selection. Even
though the focus of this Thesis project isn’t
to solve a violent issue for one
School in particular, this school can serve as
a case study that will in become a model for
schools all across America in the Future.
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School Discipline Reports
Founded in 1796 Statesboro,GA
began as small town that specialized
in the cultivation of Cotton. Fast
forward Today and it is one of
Georgia’s leading producers in
Cotton. Statesboro High school its
self was established in the 60s shortly
after school integration. The school
was widely know throughout the
area for its success and excellence
in athletics (primarily football).
Whenever
Georgia
southern
University became more popular
throughout the 21st century, it
began to overshadow the legacy of
Statesboro High school.
In order to restore the status and
legacy of Statesboro High school,
This Thesis Project will not only be
designed specially for the students
but also for the community.
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Design Flaws

Student Survey Results
A Random study was conducted
on almost 100 of Statesboro High’s
recent alumni, and current students.
Many questions were asked about
how each student felt inside of the
building, and which parts that they
didn’t feel safe. After surveying,
the results showed that the most
uncomfortable spaces for students
at Statesboro high were: The
Stairwells, Bathrooms, Lockeroom
and cafeteria. However when asked
where most violent incidents occur
at, a majority of the responses were
in the Hallways, stairwells, and
bathrooms

Student Survey
How safe Do you feel at
Statesboro High?
Not so
safe
4.6%

Safe

Very Safe

9.2%

Have you ever seen
someone bullied?

Not often
5.7%

No
13.8%

Somewhat
Safe

52.3

How Often have you personal y
seen physical or verbal altercations

Yes

Sometimes
37%

Have you ever seen someone
bring a weapon to school

Very
Often
25.3%
No
49.3%

Yes
50.7

Often

33.8%
86.3%

33.3%

Student Comfort Zones
A new piece of information gatherer-ed
from this survey showed that Students
claimed that the stairwells and Bathroom
were places where they felt Uncomfortable as well

Like many Highs schools
with
large Student bodies, The existing
Design of Statesboro high has
many preexisting flaws. All of the
Hallways are long and narrow,
there an excessive amount of
unoccupied entry points, all of the
vertical circulations are hidden as
traditional stair well, and the central
point where all hallways converge,
creates an unsafe collision of student
traffic. Due to these factors it was
best decided to redesign SHS from
scratch

Vertical Circulation

Entrances

Corridors

Circulation

Offices and classroom
were said to be the safest
area in the high school
according to the survey

Offices and classroom
were said to be the safest
area in the high school
according to the survey
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The survey showed that
Lockerooms were among one
of the hottest zones for
altercations due to the lack of
supervision
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DESIGN
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Site Breakdown
Strategic Mapping
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Form Process

Parti Design
Main Corridor
After Analyzing the existing site plan for Statesboro High school. It was first determined to get rid of the existing
Parking lot and replace it with a new Baseball field for the Baseball and Softball Team. This was done as result
of the feedback from the student survey. The next step use 3 different curves that would represent each
corridor on the site. Each corridor would be strategically placed in a way that would allow maximum vision
to all sides of the site. An extra road would be added on site to help manage Student drivers and bus traffic
better INITIAL SITE PARTI
FINAL SITE PARTI
FINAL SITE PARTI

By curving the Corridors, it also
creates a moment for an interior
campus green where students can
participate in outdoor activities
The Block in Fishbone Typology
allows the education wing to lie in
protection behind the main Corridor
which contains the Administration
Function

Addition of Assembly

By Placing Main Assembly functions
to the side, it eliminates the need
for visitors and outside entities to
wonder throughout the school
JV gym acts as another protective
mass that covers the flanking of the
building

buffer
buffer
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ASSEMBLY
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an entirely new design that will focus
next
Which will be explained in the next
ds on
the large and focused on the
extremly
n beoutside
ac- intruders. This can be acom
ssing Buffers, strategic massing
en/Gey

Creating a long Corridor parallel
to the main road helps monitor
schools parking lots and manages
who comes in an out form the
main road

Education Wings
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n

i

buffer

g: Block In Fishbone
bone
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School Safety Design Strategies
Task Details
Strategic
By recreating and modifying the block in fishbone typology, this creTask Details
ates a much safer school typology
that doesnt give of the “ jailhouse”
Strategic
Massing
By recreating and modifying the block in fishbone typology, this crestereotype feel.
Massing

ates a much safer school typology that doesnt give of
stereotype feel.

Block In Fishbone

Assembly masses also help cover the
flanking of the school.

Education Masses palced behind
Admisntrative corriodr makes it
harder for intruders or visitors to
Education Masses palced behind
access
Admisntrative corriodr makes it
harder for intruders or visitors to
access
Currved massed create a protected
interio courtyrard for outdoor
the
“ jailhouse”
student
activites
Currved massed create a protected
interio courtyrard for outdoor
student activites

Assembly masses also help cover the
flanking of the school.

Block In Fishbone

Main Corrridor Contatins
Classrooms on top and
office at the bottom. also
keeps eyess on main
entrance

assembly
assembly

Features In Design

Features In Design
adminstration

Assembly Masses placed near
perimeter
Assembly Masses placed near
Placing Education functionsperimeter
behind Adminstration masses
Placing Education functions
behind Adminstration masses
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Main Corrridor Contatins
Classrooms on top and
office at the bottom. also
keeps eyess on main
entrance

adminstration

education
education

Assembly masses Placed on
perimiter of Building allow
ease of access For General
Public during Basektball
gmaes, after school plays,
etc.

Assembly masses Placed on
perimiter of Building allow
ease of access For General
Public during Basektball
gmaes, after school plays,
etc.
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School Safety Design Strategies
Task Details
Task Details
Activating
Activating
Activating the Edges of the site
with Greenfields
and
fields
creActivating
the Edges of
theGrey
site with
Greenfields
and Grey fields creates roads
a bufffer
between
the main
and the school. This allows
ates
a bufffer between the main
and
the school.
Thisroads
allows
Edges
Edges
visibility tothe
all who
are approaching the school
complete and clear visibility complete
to all whoand
areclear
approaching
school
School Building

School Building

Grey-field buffer

Grey-field buffer

Green-field buffer

Green-field buffer

Main Road

Main Road

Edge Buffer should be greater than 100 feet

Edge Buffer should be greater than 100 feet

Security check points

Security check points

Features In Design
Green-fields
Grey-Fields
Security Checkpoints

Edge Buffer should be
greater than 100 feet

Edge Buffer should be
greater than 100 feet

Features In Design
Main Street

Green-fields
Grey-Fields
Security Checkpoints

Main Street
Student Parking

Green Buffer
consisting of
Landscaped
Elements

Student Parking

Green Buffer
consisting of
Landscaped
Elements

Bus stop
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Bus stop
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School Safety Design Strategies
Main Wing Corridor
MainSection
Wing Corridor Section

Classrooms on top 2 floors
Classrooms on top 2 floors

Task Details
Corridor Design
Corridor
Design
Redesigning of School corridors
enlist several
approaches.
Curving
Redesigning
of School
corridors enlist
several approaches. Curving

Task Details

the corridor
enables
limitation
of an active gunman s vision.
the corridor enables t eh limitation
of an
activet eh
gunman
s vision.
Other approaches
of a redesigned
school corridor include: designing
Other approaches of a redesigned
school corridor
include: designing
wing walls
that compartmentalize
a school
wing walls that compartmentalize
a school
in an emergence,
and in an emergence, and
alsosession
the addition
of Break our session spa es
also the addition of Break our
spa es

Double
Corridor
Double Corridor Facade
allows
for Facade allows for
secondary
Route
of Escape
secondary Route of Escape

Office on bottom 2 floors

Office on bottom 2 floors

1

Features In Design:

Features In Design:

All Corridors Curved
Interior Windows in classrooms
Widened Hallways

All Corridors Curved
Interior Windows in classrooms
Widened Hallways

2

Curvature of Hallway limits the vision of an active shoot1
er. vision of an active shootCurvature of Hallway limits the

er.

Addition of Interior windows, along with operable blinds
2
allows for “Controlled Vision”. This allows faculty and
Addition of Interior windows, along
operable
blinds
others with
to spot
potential
physical altercations before they
allows for “Controlled Vision”.happen.
This allows faculty and

others to spot potential physical
altercations
before
theyside of Door allows for
Placing
whiteboards
on same
happen.
3
Administrators to spot potential threats before they enter

3

Classroom
Placing whiteboards on samethe
side
of Door allows for
Administrators to spot potential threats before they enter
Indentions/ winged walls in Hall way walls gives students
the Classroom

4

4

Indentions/ winged walls in Hall way walls gives students
cover in the event of an active
shooter.
Double corridor Facade creates a secondary route of an

5
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5

cover in the event of an active shooter.

escape in the event of an emergency. This comes in
handy if the route of the hallways is occupied

Double corridor Facade creates a secondary route of an
escape in the event of an emergency. This comes in
handy if the route of the hallways is occupied
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School Safety Design Strategies
Increased
Visibility

Corridor Section

Task Details

Increased
Visibility

Corridor Section

Widener apertures to allow visibility to exterior
threats

Task
Details
Increasing visibility entails a lot. But to start
with,
Wider window aperIncreasing
a lot.
tures, interior windows, wider assembly spaces
arevisibility
key toentails
creating
a But to start with, Wider window apertures, interior windows, wider assembly spaces are key to creating a
safe school.

Operable shades allow to eliminate distractions
in Hallways

Operable shades allow to eliminate distractions
in Hallways

Widener apertures to allow visibility to exterior
threats

safe school.

Polycarbonate Interior windows In corridor
Polycarbonate Interior windows In corridor
allows faculty to see potential threats in Hall allows faculty to see potential threats in Hall

Hallway Plan

Features In Design
Long corridor on street Side
Interior Windows
More Visible open assembly
spaces
Addition of “Watch towers”
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Hallway Plan

“Watch Towers”

“Watch Towers”

Features In Design
Long corridor on street Side
Interior Windows
More Visible open assembly
spaces
Addition of “Watch towers”

Teacher
Lounges will
Serve as
“Watch towers”
to observe who
exits and enters
the building

Teacher
Lounges will
Serve as
“Watch towers”
to observe who
exits and enters
the building
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School Safety Design Strategies
Intersection
Intersection
Courtyard
Courtyard
Task
Details
Task
Details
GreenSpace
GreenSpace School should
School
just
should
be a just
safebe
place
a safe
where
place
student
wherehave
student
to be
have
to learn
to be to learn
for 7 hours.
forIt7should
hours. It
also
should
be aalso
fun place
be a fun
to be
place
for to
student.
be for Many
student.
high
Many high
schools across
schools
America
across forget
America
to forget
add personal
to add personal
touches to
touches
schools
tofor
schools for
student leisure
student
and
leisure
activity.
andThe
activity.
addition
The addition
of the Campus
of the Campus
green, Intergreen, Intersection courtyards,
section courtyards,
will give students
will give students
leisure and
leisure
lounge
andspace
lounge
tospace to
Campus
Campus
Green
spend time
spend
before,
timeafter
before,
school,
afterorschool,
duringor
a free
during
block.
a free block.

Inter-sectionalInter-sectional
courtyard thatcourtyard
connectsthat
to connects to
Green
green terr-escaped
green terr-escaped
roof. Roof will also
roof. be
Roof
used
will also be used
of crops
cultivation
by Agriculture
of crops by
class
Agriculture class
Courtyard
Courtyard for cultivationfor

Features
Features
In Design
In Design
Campus Green
Campus Green
Agriculture Agriculture
rooftop Garden
rooftop Garden

Interior Campus
Interior
green
Campus green

Liesure courtyards
Liesure courtyards
at intersections
at intersections
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case of a Emergency

Assembly Mass Placement

School Safety Design Strategies

Eliminating Vulnerability
Intensive Green Roof

Intended for the use of the Agriculture class to cultivate Crops for
class.
Includes Solar Panels for Study use
of Technology and Engineering
classes.

Strategic placement of large assembly
masses such as Auditoriums and Gymnasiums allows for ease of access for the
Public. Therefore removing the need to
wonder through halls of school

Intersection Courtyards

Intended for the use Students/Faculty
as amenities for leisure

Limiting Approachability
North Entrance

Entrance Strictly for Students or
Faculty. Stays locked at all times,
and requires Id to get in Also
contains Bus stop

Security Check Points

Monitors schools parking lots and
manages who comes in an out near
the Student entrance

Integrated Watchtowers

Teacher lounges placed at ends of
hallways will act as watch towers will
keep an eye on who approaches
and enters the north entrance

Interior Courtyard/Campus
Green
Allows for a safe secure place for
Students to participate in outdoor
activities

Green-Fields

Green areas act as protective
barriers that one would have to
make its way across before entering
the building

Double Corridor Facade

Helps mediate the amount of Solar
Heat gain / glare coming into
spaces.
Also acts as a security feature that
will help Evacuate students in the
case of a Emergency

Grey-Fields

Parking lots act as protective
barriers that one would have to
make its way across before entering
the building

Main Entrance

Stays open at all times during school
hours, Entrance for visitors,students,
public, faculty, etc.
Locks in after hours

Assembly Mass Placement

Strategic placement of large assembly
masses such as Auditoriums and Gymnasiums allows for ease of access for the
Public. Therefore removing the need to
wonder through halls of school

South Entrance

Entrance strictly for use of public in
after hours when trying to access
assembly functions.
Stays locked from the outside at all
times during the day
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Limiting Approachability
North Entrance

Entrance Strictly for Students or
Faculty. Stays locked at all times,
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Site plan

Conceptual Programme
Green Buffer used
for Pre game
Tailgaiting

Existing Womack
Field, fieldhouse and
Practice field

Faculty Parking

Student Parking

Overflow/
Assembly parking

HI
LL
RO
AD

Visitor Parking

LE
E

an

New Relocated SHS
Baseball Field

N

The New design of Statesboro high
will feature promote both security
and wellness of the students. Along
with the green and grey fields that
act as natural buffers for the building,
there will be a set of 3 entrances.
Each entrance will lock at certain
times of the day according to the
events that are going on within the
school.
Concerning wellness, a variety
of leisure spaces that feature a
substantial amount of natural light
will be added. Spaces like a large
atrium, collaborative break out
spaces within the educational wing,
a campus green, and a rooftop
garden as well for the agriculture
class

Programme and Plans

Programme and Plans
Programme
Programme and Plans
Total SquareProgramme
footage:

Education
Underclassmen

Education
Upper classmen

Education
Seniors

JV Elective
Auditorium

Seniors

Education
Seniors

Education
Elective
Education
Seniors

Education
Elective

Level 2

JV
Education
Auditorium
Elective
Administration

Auditorium

JV
Level
2
Auditorium

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1
North
Level
1 Entrance:

Level 1

North Entrance:
(Students)
(Students)

North Entrance:
(Students)

North Entrance:
(Students)
North Entrance:
(Students)
Main Entrance

Main Entrance

Main Entrance

South Entrance:
(Assembly Entrance)

Main Entrance

South Entrance:
South Entrance:
(Assembly Entrance)
(Assembly Entrance)

Main Entrance

South Entrance:
South Entrance:
(Assembly Entrance) (Assembly Entrance)

Level 3

Level 3

Level 3

Level
3
Level Intersection
3
Courtyards
Intersection Courtyards

Administration

Intersection Courtyards

Administration

Gymnasium
Assembly
Lobby

Gymnasium
Assembly
Lobby
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Rest. R.
Rest. R.
Storage
Storage
500,000sq ftTotal Square footage:
Study
Rest. R.
Programme
500,000sq ft
Study
Storage
Total
Square
footage:
Programme
and
Plans
Labs
Programme
and Plans
Education
Labs
500,000sq ft
Study
Underclassmen
9th
Grade
9th
Grade
Education
Rest.
LabsR.
Programme
Rest.
R.
Programme Total Square
Underclassmen
10th
Grade
10th
Grade
Storage
footage:
9th
Grade
Storage
Total Square footage:
Atrium
Atrium
500,000sq ft
Study
500,000sq ft
11th
Grade
11th
Grade
Study
10th
Grade
Common SpaceCommon Space
Education
Atrium
Labs
Education
12th
Grade
Labs
11th Grade
12th Grade
Underclassmen
Common Space
Underclassmen
9th Grade
9th
Grade
Elective
Classes
12th
Grade
GreenSpace
Elective
Classes
10th
Grade
10th
Grade
GreenSpace
Administration
Elective
Classes
Atrium
GreenSpace
Atrium
Administration
11th
Grade
Student
Leisure
11th
Grade
Common
Space
Administration
Common Space
12th Grade
Student
Leisure
12th
Grade Student
Library
Leisure
Education
Elective
Classes
Cafeteria
Library
Elective
Classes
Library
GreenSpace
Upper classmen
Education GreenSpace
Education
Administration
JV
GymnasiumAdministration
Cafeteria
Cafeteria
Upper classmen
Underclassmen
Leisure
Student
LeisureStudent
Gymnasium
Education
JV
Gymnasium
Education
JV Gymnasium
Library
Underclassmen
Library
Auditorium
Underclassmen
Gymnasium
Education
Education
Gymnasium
Cafeteria
Cafeteria
GreenSpace
Upper
classmen
Auditorium
Upper classmen
Education
Gymnasium
Auditorium
Education
JV GymnasiumJV
GreenSpace
Underclassmen
Underclassmen
Gymnasium
GreenSpace
Gymnasium
Auditorium
Auditorium
JV
Level 2
Education
Education
Auditorium
GreenSpace
JV
Level 2 GreenSpace
Seniors
Elective
Education
Education

Level 1

Administration

Administration

Intersection Courtyards
Intersection Courtyards

Gymnasium

Gymnasium

Assembly
Lobby
Gymnasium

Assembly
Lobby

Assembly
Lobby
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Axonemetric

Building Breakdown
The Building itself is broken down
into three main categories: Assembly
function, Administrative Functions,
and Educative Function.
The Building typology was greatly
influenced by the Block in Fishbone
typology. This allows for the
Education wings to be safely hidden
behind the administrative function
portion.
The building Consist of five
educational hallways for each grade
and elective classes, two gyms, one
cafeteria, an auditorium, along with
offices.
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Functioning

Finalized Programme
9th Grade hallway

Rooftop Garden

Atrium space
Outdoor Class/ Leisure space
Private reception room

Overflow Classrooms
3rd Level Auditorium

JV Gymnasium
12th Grade Hallway
10th Grade classes
Weightlifting
Gymnasium

Foreign Language
classes

Craft Class
2nd level Auditorium

Along with the addition of new
design features, new programme
was implemented into the school
as well. The newly designed student
service center would feature a
career center for those who dont
plan on attending college, a higher
education center for those who
intend to attend college, and a
Bully prevention/ counseling center
that would focus on teaching and
counseling students on the issues
of bullying and other forms of
violence.

In addition to the 5 design Principles the Newly design school, focuses on creating an ease of circulation throughout
the school. Also School Compartmentalization, meaning that at during the event of an emergency, fire partitions
would be released that would lock the building down into sections. And also focusing on the strategic placement
of the Main stairwells. All stairwells are placed at each corridor intersection and the front entrance. Here they
are highlighted as focal points in the spaces. This is done to ensure that students feel safely looked after while
transitioning from one space to another.

Circulation

Building Compartmentalization

Vertical Circulation

Jv Gym
Teachers Lounge

Early Childhood / Nursing

11th Grade Hall

Administration Offices
Elective Class Hallway

Student Services

Cafeteria
Lee Hill Arena

Atrium Space
Security/ Misc. Offices

Assembly Function Lobby
Fine arts Classes
Auditorium
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Plans

-

2nd Level

Ground Level

3rd level

-

DN

JV
JV GYMNAISUM
GYMNAISUM

ROOFTOP
GARDEN FOR
AGRICULTURE
CLASS

EMPLOYE E ENTRANCE
---

UP

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION
NURSING/ MED
CLASS
Playgr oud

12TH GRADE
CLASSES

DAY- CA RE

NURSING/ MED
CLASS

12th
12th GRADE
GRADE HALL
HALL

UP

RESOURCE
CLASSES

OUTDOOR CLASS/
LIESURE SPACE
DN

UP

9TH GRADE
CLASSES

DN

UP

AGRICULTURE
CLA SS
---

UP

ADMIN. OFFICE

10TH GRADE
CLASSES

---

STEM LAB

DN

ELECTIVE
ELECTIVE HALLS
HALLS

AUTOMOTIVE

CONS TRUCTION
CLA SS

STUDENT
SERVICES

Courtyard

CULINARY ARTS

TECH CLASS
ROOMS

RESOURCE
CLASSES

COSMETOLOGY

KITCHEN

FRONT OFFICE

BUISNESS
UP

- -

-

-

UP

UP

CAFETERIA
CAFETERIA

FOOD
SERVING

0 ' -3 "

LIBRARY

DN

LOCKERS

"Histoy of
States boro"

Lobby/
Vestibul

-

DN

-

SCIENCE
ROOMS

DN

Security 1

-

-

UP

DN

ATRIUM SPACE
BOOK STORE

LEE HILL ARENA

---

WEIGHTLIFTING
ROOM

UP

UP

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

UP

MULTI
PURPOSE

Security 1
UP

SCIENCE
ROOMS

OVERFLOW
CLASSROOMS

DRAMA

TICKETS/
CONCESSION
DN

OUTDOOR CLASS/
LIESURE SPACE

COMPUTER
LABS

BAND/ CHORUS
DN
DN

PRIVATE BANQUET

CRAFT CLASS

AUDITORIUM
DN

AUDITORIUM
TECH ROOMS

-

-
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-

-

-
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Sectional Axon
Roof top Garden for Student use
only

Protected
Campus Green

Main common space
with Atrium

Main Entrance for Visitors and
car Drop off

“Back of the House” :
Bus drop off, Student parking ,
Student Entrance
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Section Perspective
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Eliminating the “Jailhouse” Stereotype
The Front Entrance will be the first
impression that Parents, teachers,
visitors and students have on the
Newly designed SHS. So it is
Imperative that the Front entrance
and Atrium reads as a safe and
fun learning environment. Before
entering into the school one would
have to get clearance from the front
office to enter through the doors
to the atrium. Here one would
come face to face with wall of
accomplishments and history that
Highlight the City of Statesboro. The
atrium is intended to be the busiest
portion of the building therefore
isn’t accommodates for movement
along with the opportunity to relax
during free time
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Career Services

Front Office

UP

Security Vestibule
UP

“ History Of
Statesboro”

Library

Security Office
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The Redefined Classroom
One of the initial design principles
that was established earlier in
this Project was to redesign the
Classroom Corridor. As seen in the
Figure to the right and to the left,
One can see the Newly redesigned
corridor incorporates:
1) Visual Cues such as interior
windows and Mezzanines that look
down to the next level
2)Interior Wing walls that help
limit the sight of a potential threat
inside of the corridor
3) A secondary route of escape
in the case that the Hallway is
compromised in an emergency
4) Giving a variety of classrooms
which
will
help
eliminate
environmental fatigue of students
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The Redefined Hallway
Several new addition were made
to the typical classroom. Interior
windows, replacing single chair-desk
With group tables, and introducing
more natural light into the space..
A careful selection of materials and
colors were was also introduced
to the classroom design. Studies
showed that Teenagers actually
respond to cooler colors better than
warm vibrant colors. Along with that,
blue light has also shown tendencies
to help students who struggle with
ADHD focus alot better

---
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The Agriculture Garden

Bulloch County’s #1 source of economic revenue comes through the form of agriculture. Because of this
the design incorporates a agriculture garden on top of the upperclassman wing. This space can be
used by the agriculture class as well as other student during their free time
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